
 

The characteristic of traditional Chinese painting is demonstrated by its use of 

ink to simulate varying shades of hues. Even without the use of the five main 

pigments, viz. red, yellow, blue, white and black, artists can still vividly capture 

the colour and essence of objects with myriad tones of ink, known as the "five 

tints of ink" technique. Traditional literati artists are studious with this approach 

and skilfully blend ink and water to portray themes of different genres, for 

instance flower-and-bird, landscape and figure paintings. 

Like the literati artists, Hung Hoi focuses on natural landscape as the subject, 

and brushwork technique. His landscape paintings can be categorised into 

two, those realistically rendered in baimiao (plain drawing) method, and others 

in freehand ink wash. 

Baimiao method sketches shapes with lines, like drafting prior to filling in with 

colours. Since the lines only feature the contour of the object, sketches are 

also known as huayang (pictorial drawing). As lines are in monochrome colour, 

they are also described as suhua or baihua (plain sketch). In comparison with 

Western painting style, baimiao is similar to lifelike sketching, with both using 

monochrome colour. The former attempts to resemble the shape of the object, 

whereas the latter takes a more realistic representation illustrating the light 

and shade. Traditional Chinese painters apply mainly ink for the lines, whereas 

murals in Dunhuang were rendered with vermilion. 

Hung's baimiao paintings in ink and cinnabar evolve from tradition. His 

consistent and powerful lines and strokes together with suitable deployment 

of blank spaces render the lofty rocks and peaks expressive with depth and 

clarity. These exemplify his solid grounding in, and dexterity with brush and 

ink. The paintings of nature without being formulaic exude infinite charm for 

the viewers to enjoy. 

In traditional Chinese art, tonal gradation serves to create light and shade. 

Artists often couple this method with meigu (boneless) approach. In meigu, 

lines are not used to sketch the shapes; myriad shades of colours are employed 

instead to present shading and perspective realistically. 

Hung handles tonal gradation primarily in ink and water. His masterworks 

demonstrate the effectiveness of "five tints of ink". Hung is enamoured of life 

sketching. Natural sceneries rendered under gradation of ink are transposed 






